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Abstract 
Shape is the most popular feature used in plant leaf identification, be it manual or automatic plant identification. In this paper, a 
study is conducted to investigate the most contributing features among three low-level features for plant leaf identification. Intra- 
and inter-class identification are conducted using 455 herbal medicinal plant leaves, with 70% allocated for training and 30% for 
testing dataset. Shape feature is extracted using Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT); colour is represented using colour 
moments; and Segmentation-Based Fractal Texture Analysis (SFTA) is utilized to describe texture feature. Intra-class analysis 
showed that fusion of texture and shape surpassed fusion of texture, shape and colour. Single texture feature identification also 
achieved highest identification rate compared to identification using colour or shape. Inter-class analysis further support texture 
to be the discriminative feature among the low-level features. Results demonstrate that single texture feature outperformed colour 
or shape feature achieving 92% identification rate. Furthermore, fusion of all three features accomplished 94% identification rate. 
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1. Introduction 
Leaf-based plant identification is favourable against molecular biology techniques as it does not require the 
expertise of a botanist1. Leaves are easier accessible and abundance compared to other plant morphological 
structures such as flowers, barks or fruits. In almost all automatic leaf plant identification, shape of the leaves is the 
most common feature used for identification2 as it is claimed to be the most discriminative feature of a plant’s leaf 3. 
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As early as 1912, botanist such as Schneider4 has been using leaf shape as taxonomic keys for text-based plant 
identification. Different species of plants have distinct shape characteristic, thus the shape differences can be obvious 
even for non-expert. One of the earliest automatic leaf identification that utilized leaf shape parameters to 
differentiate weed species is done by Petry and Kuhbauch5 in 1989. Recent similar work such as6,7,8 also used leaf’s 
shape as one of the feature for plant identification. Leaf’s shape, however is subject to deformations caused by 
disease, insects or even human and mechanical damage. Therefore, colour and texture features are further 
investigated to improve leaf-based plant identification. 
Colour is the most obvious morphological feature of a leaf. In spite of that, colour is the least popular low-level 
feature for plant identification because it is considerably unstable due to its seasonal colour changes. In 9,10,13, colour 
moments in RGB colour space comprising mean, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis are adopted to represent 
colour features of plant leaves. This colour feature is known for its low dimension and low computational 
complexity11, thus making it convenient for real-time applications. Texture is another feature that can be used in 
plant identification to describe the vein structure or leaf’s surface. Similar to colour feature, texture is considered as 
an additional feature to better describe properties of the leaves. Kadir et al.9 extracted angular second moment, 
contrast, inverse different moment, entropy and correlation from the gray-level occurrence matrix of the leaf. More 
recent studies utilized Radial Base function12, Gabor filters8, Haar wavelet13 and multifractal detrended fluctuation 
analysis14 to improve identification accuracy. A summary of the common features used in selected leaf-based plant 
identification for the previous five years is tabulated in Table 1. 
     Table 1. Recent work of plant identification. 
Authors 
C
ol
ou
r 
Te
xt
ur
e 
Sh
ap
e 
Feature Descriptors 
Bama et al., 2011  ¥ ¥ Scale-invariant feature transform, 
Log-Gabor filter 
Kadir et al., 2011 ¥ ¥ ¥ Colour moment, Zernike moments, 
Gray-level occurrence matrix  
Arora et al., 2012   ¥ Complex network, tooth and 
morphological features. 
Kumar et al., 2012   ¥ Curvature-based shape features 
Chaki et al., 2014  ¥ ¥ Curvelet, Gabor filter, GLCM 
Ghasab et al., 2015 ¥ ¥ ¥ Geometric features, colour moment, 
GLCM 
Zhao et al., 2015 ¥ ¥ ¥ Pyramid histograms of oriented 
gradients, colour moment, Haar 
wavelet 
Fang et al., 2015  ¥  Multifractal detrended fluctuation 
analysis 
As can be seen in Table 1, shape has always been the de facto feature for leaf-based plant identification. Colour 
and texture features are seen as contributing features to improve the identification accuracy. Other than the most 
recent work by Fang et al.14, previous work has always considered shape to be the upmost feature for plant 
identification. Up to the time of this writing, no study has been done to identify the most contributing features among 
these three low-level features. Therefore, the aim of this paper is to revisit the performance of the low-level features 
for the purpose of plant leaf identification.  
2. Data acquisition and pre-processing 
The plant leaf images for this study are herbal medicinal plants of Malaysia.  The leaves are plucked from the 
plants in their natural habitat, placed on a uniform background in an open space and photographed using a DSLR 
camera. These images are referred as scan-like photos and few examples are illustrated in Fig. 1. They are acquired 
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within a period of 6 months because the herbal plants are not easily accessible. Seven common herb species are 
collected, comprising 5 different leaves from each species. All the 35 leaves are carefully selected from matured, 
disease-free and complete leaves as deformations may cause other challenge which is not the main focus of this 
paper. Other metadata associated with the images are date and time, species scientific and Malay common name, 
general weather condition and locality.  
 
 
Chromolaena odorata Ficus Ampelas Piper sarmentosum Ardisia crispa 
Fig. 1. Scan-like leaf photos and its scientific names. 
All the leaf images are resized to 600 x 500 resolution and unsharp masking are applied to them to enhance the 
edges. The next stage is to produce geometrically transformed images for sufficient training and testing datasets. 
Each original image is subjected to 12 geometrical transformations as listed in Table 2 to create various images of 
different orientation and sizes. After geometrical transformations, each original leaf produced an additional 12 leaves. 
Thus, each species have a total collection of 65 leaf images (13 transformations x 5 leaves) to be used for intra-class 
identification. On the other hand, a total of 455 leaves (13 transformation x 7 species x 5 leaves) are collected to be 
used for inter-class identification. Both inter- and intra-class identification allocated 70% of the dataset for training 
and 30% for testing. 
     Table 2. Twelve geometrical transformations. 
No Description 
1.  Image is enlarged by 1.2x 
2.  Image is enlarged by 1.2x, then rotated at 450
3.  Image is enlarged by 1.4x 
4.  Image is enlarged by 1.4x, then rotated at 900 
5.  Image is rotated at 100
6.  Image is rotated at 200 
7.  Image is rotated at 450 
8.  Image is rotated at 900 
9.  Image is reduced by 0.5x 
10.  Image is reduced by 0.5x, then rotated at 100 
11.  Image is reduced by 0.75x 
12.  Image is reduced by 0.75x, then rotated at 200 
3. Methodology 
Prior to plant leaf identification, two main processes involved are feature extraction and training of Adaboost 
classifier. 
3.1. Feature extraction 
The low-level features extracted from the plant leaves for the purpose of identification are colour, texture and 
shape. In this paper, colour moment is used to represent the leaf’s colour as it is robust to scaling and rotation9. 
Unlike previous work that implemented colour moment in RGB colour space9, LUV15 or L*a*b17, we opted for HSV 
colour space due to its perceptual uniformity. Each leaf image is divided into 3x3 grids, and each grid is described 
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by the mean captured by first-order moment (ȝc); standard deviation (ıc) using second-order moment; and third root 
of the skewness derived (șc) from third-order moment.  
Texture of the leaf is represented using Segmentation-Based Fractal Texture Analysis (SFTA) descriptor as this 
method is known to achieve higher precision and accuracy than Gabor and Haralick filter banks for content-based 
image retrieval and image classification18.  The two steps approach of SFTA is discussed as follows: 
Step 1: Two-threshold binary decomposition (TTBD). TTBD decomposes the grayscale leaf image into a set 
of binary images. It uses the graylevel distribution information to compute a set of threshold values, nt that is 
defined by the user. In this paper, nt = 8 is chosen. Threshold calculation is done by employing multi-level Otsu 
algorithm19 to minimize the input image intra-class variance. The set of binary images are obtained from the 
grayscale image, Ib(x,y) by applying two threshold segmentation defined as: 
 
  (1) 
where tl and tu denote lower and upper threshold values, respectively.  
Step 2: SFTA extraction algorithm. In this step, SFTA feature vector is constructed consisting of the binary 
images’ size, mean graylevel and boundaries’ fractal dimension. The fractal dimension, D is computed from each 
border image using the box counting algorithm. Firstly, the image is divided into a grid composed of squares of size 
ȯ x ȯ. The next step consists of counting the number N (ȯ) vs log ȯ-1 curve. Finally, this curve is approximated by a 
straight line using line fitting method. The fractal dimension, D corresponds to the slope of this line. 
The shape feature is extracted by using Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT). SIFT is a method that is robust 
to geometrical transformation20. It is well localized in both the spatial and frequency domains making it also robust 
to noise and illumination16. SIFT is accomplished in a 4-steps process and are described in detail in our previous 
paper21. 
3.2. Training of Adaboost classifier 
Training is important to build the classification function to identify plant species. Since intra-class and inter-class 
identification are done, training datasets are separated into two groups. The intra-class training is done using 70% of 
65 images, amounting to 45 images. While the inter-class training dataset comprised 70% of the total dataset of 455 
leaf images, thus 319 images are selected. Training is done independently for intra- and inter-class identifications. 
The training of AdaBoost classifier ensued in the steps enlisted as follows: 
Step 1: Initialization. All the colour, shape and texture feature vectors extracted from the training datasets are 
fed into the boosting process. (i.e. 1: true species identification; 0: false species identification). 
Step 2. Training and control datasets. Divide data into two sets that is training and control set. Control set is 
used to evaluate the training set and is selected based on the performance of the previous weak learners. 
Step 3. Construction of learners. A decision tree is constructed for the weak learner and is used for boosting. 
Combination of two or more features become weak learner and multiple weak learners can be combined to generate 
a more accurate ensemble, known as strong learner. 
Step 4. (Boosting of weak learners) The weak learner is boosted using Gentle AdaBoost algorithm to produce 
learner and weight.  
Step 5.  (Classification) Calculate classifier output based on learner and weight values. 
Step 6. (Determine iteration) Calculate error by comparing with control set. 
4. Plant leaf identification experiments 
The main aim of this paper is to compare the identification performance of three low-level features individually 
and at feature fusion level. Seven experiments are conducted to measure the plant leaf identification accuracy and 
suggest the feature that gives the highest discriminant factor. 
All the plant leaf identification experiments are conducted at intra- and inter-class level. Intra-class analysis 
identifies a leaf against geometrical transformed images within the same class of species. On the other hand, inter-
Ib(x,y) = 
1 if tl < (x,y)  tu 
0, otherwise 
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class analysis identified leaves among different class of species. At intra-class level, 30% of the species datasets 
comprising 20 images are used as testing data. On the other hand, inter-class experiments utilized 30% of the total 
dataset amounting to 136 leaf images for testing. Evaluation of the plant identification is measured using 
identification rate: 
   (2) 
5. Results and discussions 
Results of the plant leaf identification are analysed at intra- and interclass level. Table 3 shows the intra-class 
identification rate based on species. 
     Table 3. Intra-class performance comparison of identification rate (%). 
Feature(s) Used S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 Average 
Shape 65 70 70 70 90 90 85 77.14 
Colour 65 70 85 65 75 70 70 71.43 
Texture 75 70 90 95 95 85 70 82.86 
Colour+Shape 75 70 80 85 95 80 80 80.71 
Colour+Texture 70 75 80 90 90 80 85 81.43 
Texture+Shape 85 95 95 100 85 75 95 90
Colour+Texture+Shape 75 80 95 100 95 80 80 86.43 
Average 72.9 75.7 85 86.4 89.2 80 80.7  
 
From Table 3, it can be seen that fusion of texture and shape achieved the highest identification rate at 90%; even 
higher than fusion of all shape, texture and colour features. Is shape the most contributing feature? When we analyse 
the single feature’s performance, texture has the highest identification rate at 82.86% compared to shape and colour 
features. Fusion of colour and texture features is also higher than fusion of colour and shape, implying that texture is 
the key feature in plant leaf identification at intra-class level.  
When analysing at species level, species 1 and 2 performed the worst. The single feature identification rate does 
not distinguish any feature to be discriminative at intra-level for these two species. However, the result of shape and 
texture features significantly improves the identification rate. In this case, even though texture has the highest rate 
compared to shape and colour, texture alone is not sufficient to differentiate leaves at intra-class level as these two 
species have similar low-level properties. Fig. 2 illustrates a sample of leaf from species 1 and 2, respectively. 
 
Species 1 Species 2 
Fig. 2. Species of similar low-level characteristics. 
Table 4 presents the inter-class plant leaf identification rate.  Results of inter-class identification strongly suggest 
that texture is the main contributing feature with 92% rate for single feature identification and the highest rate 
achieved by fusion of colour texture and shape features. For two feature fusions, when texture feature is excluded, 
the identification rates significantly drop from 93.4% (i.e.  colour+texture fusion) and 91.2%  (i.e. texture+shape 
fusion) to 86% (i.e. colour+shape fusion). Is shape feature important for plant leaf identification? Based on the 
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performance of single feature, shape’s identification rate is marginally equal with colour feature. However, when 
shape is fused with colour and texture, the identification rate performed the highest at 94%. 
     Table 3. Intra-class performance comparison of identification rate (%). 
Feature(s) Used Average Identification Rate 
Shape 86.8% 
Colour 86% 
Texture 92% 
Colour+ Shape 86% 
Colour+Texture 93.4% 
Texture+Shape 91.2% 
Colour+Texture+Shape 94% 
6. Conclusion and future work 
While shape is perceived to be the key feature for automatic plant leaf identification, this preliminary study 
revealed that texture is the feature that highly influenced the identification rate. However, further investigation need 
to be done to positively confirmed the claim. Experiments of this paper are limited to an initial small collection of 
Malaysia medicinal herbal plants as local requirement persists. The proposed methodology should also be conducted 
on any of the publicly available image dataset such as Flavia Dataset, the SmithSonian Leaf Dataset, Swedish Leaf 
Dataset, or the ImageCLEF dataset. Other feature extraction method for the low-level features should also be tested 
to verify consistencies of results. In this paper, a simple identification rate is used for performance evaluation. 
Further evaluation measurements such as recall-precision curve, F-measure or accuracy should be done before 
reaching conclusive findings. 
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